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Introduction to ModenaCam
ModenaCam is the first commercial script to deliver turnkey solutions for videochat and pay per minute portals.
It has all the features such a site should have and it only needs performers and a payment gateway to get it started.
We are available to take custom coding changes from you and setup everything you need, without needing any
technical knowledge from your end. Besides this, our script can be modified and customized by other programmers
since we offer you the PHP and Flex sources.
Fo a fe hu d ed €, Mode aCam delivers more than what others have spent hundreds of thousands in order to
achieve!
Owing to our widespread popularity, and a large resultant volume of feedback, we offer the most developed
application of this kind available anywhere on the Web.
We're always adding new features. Whereas some sites make improvements annually, we do it every week! In 3
years we have released 5 major versions, each one coming with its own new interface and tons of unique features.

Fully Rebrandable
You can easily edit the titles and footer in one location, and the changes will translate to the whole site. You are
totally free to remove any and all ModenaCam references or badges from your site.

The Site's Engine
Scripts purchased over the Internet are usuall shi a d att a ti e, ut it's hat's u de eath that ou ts… uite
often these scripts are highly polished pieces of garbage. They're not object-oriented, validations aren't consistently
server-side, and different parts of the site are done in different styles. Quite often, they don't use a proper and
globally known framework, there is little to no emphasis on security, and the confusing and poor quality code is
incomprehensible and unworkable for outside programmers.
ModenaCam stands in sharp contrast to these sad freelancer stories; it's been written in CodeIgniter (more info at
www.codeigniter.com), a world-renowned and trusted PHP OOP framework. This is key, because it means that other
programmers will be able to easily add onto and alter the scripts further on down the timeline.
We've set everything up with client-side validations, for a better overall user experience, and server-side validations
for hermetic security. The efficiency is provided by the possibility to use Our utilization of Memcache, by far the best
solution for MySQL caching, means that you are getting tremendous efficiency even with thousands of users on your
site simultaneously.

Because of our outstanding programming acumen, we bypass problems considered common in this industry.
Customers are never tricked in to paying unknowingly, paid sessions are impossible to steal, back-end calls always
have server-side validations, premium content is inaccessible without a valid subscription, and, with our use of PDO,
queries are 100% safe against SQL injections, unlike those who use mysql_real_escape_string.

Multiple Languages
We give you the ability to use as many languages as you need to ply your enterprise. Included in your package are
language PHP files containing all the phrases, along with PSD sources for your images. You'll be able to translate your
entire site without knowing a lick about programming. You'll even have access to automated language recognition,
which is based on a browser's language or geographic location.

Open Source Files
We give you all the PHP, MySQL database, FLA, and PSD source files. We compile .ASC files into .ASE, and only offer
these in Owned Licenses.

Payment Gateway Compatibility
ModenaCam sites are able to be fully integrated with any payment gateways listed here:
http://www.modenacam.com/payment_gateways_partners . The first setup is free, additional ones will cost $100
extra. For the gateways not listed on that page, the fee is $500 per payment gateway setup.

Live Chat Sessions
- Multiple users, free chat - this allows multiple users to chat with the performer at no cost.
- Multiple users, paid chat - multiple users are billed to chat with the performer. "Multi Chat" appears on the home
page buttons. NEW: The users can now invite the performer to multi chat, just like they invite to private chat. If the
performer accepts the invitation, all other users in the room will be invited to join the multi chat.
- 1 on 1, paid chat - this is when a user calls the performer on a true private chat show, all other users are
disconnected, and the performer is no longer available on the home page. Once the private chat ends, the
performer's status is changed to "Dress Mode", and then she appears back online once she decides to do so.
- 1 on 1 with others peeking, paid chat - "Peek Mode" allows other customers to "spy" on private sessions at a lower
cost. Peeking customers do not have access to text chat.

Goal System (or Gold Show) feature allows the performer to set a topic representing an action to be performed
once a set amount of credit from tips is accumulated. The credits are automatically added for convenience and the
progress is displayed to all viewers to see.
In addition to the topic and desired amount, the performer can also set a timeout to achieve the goal. If the amount
is not achieved within that time, the goal is reset and the performer will not perform that action. This provides users
with an incentive to quickly add tips as not to lose credits already tipped.
The performer can also set a time to do the said action. For example set minutes to dance Salsa after the goal is
reached. A progress bar indicates when the 2 minutes are up and he/she can stop dancing.
Auto close invitations
There may be times when the performer does not wish to be disturbed by invitations popping up on the screen. For
instance when she is in multi chat, she might not want to go to private because there are many users in the room
and the pay is better than private chat.
No the e is a De
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Pe fo e is ot et ead to e te multi/p i ate hat essage.
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Paid video and photo galleries
Paid videos and images allow you and your performers to earn money even when offline!
This strategy has proven to be a great source of extra income for both performers and webmasters. Groups of
random videos may also be displayed on the home page, maximizing exposure.

Caching Technologies
We have chosen by far and away the most reliable software available for your site. The coding is highly efficient, so
your server is able to perform better with less money and fewer resources.
For exceptionally high traffic, ModenaCam is compatible with Memcache. Memcache can boost performance up to
700%.

User and Performer Signup Processes
1. User signup
User signup has been designed to be as fast as possible in order to increase the conversions by minimizing the free
chat to payment duration.
2. Performer signup
There are several steps a performer needs to complete, together with a 2257 compliant process. Their account
needs to be manually approved before they are able to go live.

Flexible Currency Options
Whatever cu e
ou a t to utilize fo pa e t, ake it so! C edits, hips, o toke s. $, €, o ¥. I te al
currencies are simple and transparent – users are able to fund their accounts with virtual currency instead of paying
for sessions individually. You save on processing fees, and are able to offer incentives for bigger plans.

Performer Price Customization
Your performers will be able to set their own pricing options. As an administrator, you have the option of setting
minimum and maximum pricing intervals. It is also possible for you to set the percentage you take from each paid
session, as well as from views of recorded videos and premium photo galleries.

Real Time Private Chat Statistics
In free chat, performers will be able to see the balance and country of every user. This will make it easier for
pe fo e s to hoose ho the a t to fli t ith… a d ill ea igge p ofits fo e e od . Pe fo e s a d use s
will also be able to view the maximum available time for private chats.

Performer Tipping
Users can send tips in both paid and free video sessions. Users can make their tips public to the whole chat, so
everybody else knows and is encouraged to do the same. Bonus cash is the best cash!

Rating and Review System
Keep the haters at bay! Our after chat Rate & Review feature allows only the users who actually went into chat with
a performer to leave feedback about the experience. You will also be able to offer incentives and bonuses to
performers based on ratings. Administrator has the ability to moderate these comments.

Private Messaging System
Users will be able to stay in touch with their favorite performers and have private conversations any time with this
Private Messaging system, which features selective word filtering.

Video quality and Flash Media Live Encoder
Video quality, the heart of the videochat business, is greatly improved with our video encoding technologies.
Framerate, picture quality, and user bandwidth are all more than enough for the best experience possible.
If our fast web-based broadcasting interface isn't enough, your performers can always broadcast with Adobe's FMLE
application. This allows high definition video and audio in the broadcast, and features a much more powerful and
customizable interface. It's easy and fast to set up!

Multi Cam Broadcasting
Performers can utilize up to 3 different cameras during sessions. More angles = more entertainment = more clients =
more money.

Cam 2 Cam live chat
Cam2Cam allows the user to broadcast themselves to the performers, for a better communication.

Written Entirely in Flex / OOP Code
The entire chat component has been rewritten in Flex. Not only does it make chat sessions quicker and more
reliable, but the future development possibilities are huge as the code is properly written using OOP standards.
Video connections are server-side validated by the Adobe Media Server, making it impossible for users to go around
time verifications.

Chat Emoticons
Funny, expressive emoticons can say exactly with a wink or a smile what would otherwise take paragraphs. Spice
things up in your live chats!

Performer Live Chat Options
- Bell signals the beginning and end of paid sessions.
- Tip reception is heralded with audio notice
- Video sessions are recordable, and automatically catalog listed
- Users can be banned or kicked out
- Ban periods are configurable by administrator
- Tips are listed in the chatroom
- Performers can set a custom automated welcome message and a topic message
- Performers can see the country and available chips for every user
NEW: There may be times when the performer does not wish to be disturbed by invitations popping up on the
screen. For instance when she is in multi chat, she might not want to go to private because there are many users in
the room and the pay is better than private chat.
NEW: No the e is a De
e uests he k o that auto ati all de ies hat e uests o i g f o
ill get a Pe fo e is ot et ead to e te multi/p i ate hat essage.
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NEW: The admin might not want the performers to choose what type of chat they are willing to accept and set a
default to pu li hat. This is o possi le.
NEW: Some business models involve muting the chat feature for anonymous users or users who do not have credit.
The default behavior for the system is disabling the ability to write in the chat input. However, now there is the
possibility to have an action triggered when such a user attempts to chat. For instance, have a login form popup.

NEW: The old flvPlayer.swf has been replaced with a modern Flex player that supports:
The two skins
Dynamic resizing
Logo image and positioning
Replay feature
Auto-play feature
Small, Large, Full screen sizes
Auto-hide menu bar
Large Play/Replay centered icons

Synchronized MP3 Player
ModenaCam's new music player will give your performers the sounds to prove their talent. They'll be delighted to
attract more clients with striptease shows.

Word Filters
There are 3 different settings for filtering of bad words: words that will be censored with "****", words that will
automatically result in a temporary kick of the user and words that will ban the users.

Bandwidth Settings
Performers are able to select from 3 different bandwidth settings. Set up the resolution, framerate, and image
quality from the XML configuration file. Quality settings are automatically selected after running bandwidth tests.

Chat Interface with Editable XML Settings
Chat interface configuration (colors, bandwidth settings, welcome messages, and Cam2Cam options) is easily
updated on your own. Do it quickly, with no outside intervention.
The old flvPlayer.swf has been replaced with a modern Flex player that supports: the two skins, dynamic resizing,
logo image and positioning, replay feature, auto-play feature, small, Large, Full screen sizes, auto-hide menu bar,
large Play/Replay centered icons.

Administration Area
In the Admin area, you can set the price per minute, pricing plans, change all settings, spy on performers, view and
edit the pe fo e s a d use s, ie statisti s… asi all o t ol every single aspect of your site.

Invisible Chat Supervision
Spy on your performers so you can see how they interact with users. Nobody needs to know. You also have the
power to ban and kick out users.

Newsletter
A newsletter is a fantastic way to keep your users abreast of all the latest developments. Messages are dispatched in
a way that will not overload your server.

Chat Logs
Look over your chat logs so you know that your performers aren't breaking any rules. Logs are stored in the
database, and automatically deleted once an admin-specified limit has been reached.

Payment Methods
You can easily manage the payment options for your performers/studios/affiliates, and you can edit the fields they
should fill in, including the release amounts.
You have the ability to generate payouts on any intervals you like. So far the payouts were generated on the 1st and
on the 15th of every month, however now you have the ability to run them as often and on any date you like by just
changing the cron run intervals.

SMTP Mail Compatibility
All the e-mails sent from your site are reliable through your SMTP mail server. Mail will be delivered straight to users'
inboxes with zero delay!

Extended Logging
Every single action from the administrator, performers, or users is logged into your database. Systemic problems can
be settled quickly, easily and completely, without affecting any more people than necessary.

User Sessions Limiter
Keeping users limited to one chat session, or one video, at any one time helps to prevent them from abusing the site.

Crawlers See All the Languages
Search Engine Optimization is improved when you're using more languages, as listed by the parameters in the URL.

Memcache Optimizations
Heavily used tables in the database are cloned in Memcache in order to improve speed and reduce hardware costs.

PHP - PDO - MySQL
All the queries pass through PDO which is SQL injection safe, compared to PHP's unsafe mysql_real_escape_string
function.

Protected content
All the premium content, which includes paid videos and images, are secured from unauthorized access or leeching
caused by account sharing.

Custom Commissions
You can define a custom commission for every performer, besides the default value.

Editable Categories
Administrator has total control over which categories are listed on the site.

Brute Force Protection
Protection is extended to cover all user and admin area logins.

Multiple Billing Plans
You get to choose whether you allow free chats or not, whether you wish to disable private chat, what the minimum
session time is, etc.

Login Log
All logins are logged on the database, in order to reduce possible fraud and multiple accesses.

Performer State Ban
Performers can ban users from entire countries, or even from individual states within the U.S.

Mobile Compatibility (extra)
Mobile compatibility has been added based on Push/JPG technologies. The interface and functionalities will be
improved over time. This technology makes the stream work on all mobile devices, including Windows phones. The
only limitation is that performers need to broadcast an audio st ea , othe ise it o ’t o k.

Future Development, About the Developers
The people behind this project are a young, dedicated and experienced team of programmers, webmasters and
designers motivated to deliver software as if it was built for their own. We have built complex solutions using latest
technology and serving over 1 million users/day.

Customer Support
For any questions or issues you are encountering, please feel free to contact us here.
Support work hours are Monday – Friday 9 AM – 6 PM GMT+2.
This software is offered without any guarantees.

